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6 Ways to Make Your 
Shutters Uniquely Yours 

Shutters really can give a home a lot of personality. In fact, there are thousands of shutter design options — so many that 
it’s easy to infuse them with your own personality and style. It’s not just picking a shutter off the shelf! There are countless 
ways to make them your own. And this guide is the perfect place to start. From selecting a style to configuring your design, 
to choosing a cutout or color,  we’ll cover all the details you’ll need to craft the perfect shutters for your home.

STYLE: The base of any shutter will fall into one of six basic shutter types. 
Whether you go for a classic panel or a breezy Bermuda, that is only the  
beginning of your shutter design journey!

1

CONFIGURATION: A shutter’s configuration has a huge impact on its look. 
It determines how many sections the shutter has and how much space each 
section is given.

2

3 MATERIAL: Shutters can be built from a range of materials, the obvious choice 
is of course, wood. Whether you prefer the classic look or appreciate a no-fuss 
synthetic material instead, the choice is yours!

5 FINISHES: Shutter finishes come in many hues. Do you want your shutters 
finished in a rich, bold paint color? Maybe you like the look of stained wood,  
or perhaps even the option to receive it primed to paint yourself!

6 HARDWARE: Shutter hardware may not be the first thing you think of when it 
comes to personalizing your shutters, but it sure has an impact! Tiebacks, locks, 
and pull rings are all finishing touches that can leave a lasting impression.

4 OPTIONS: This is where you really get to put your own spin on things! If you’re 
curious about cutout designs, copper capping, tilt rods, or beading, we’ll cover 
all of these and more.

6

LET’S GET STARTED!

https://www.timberlane.com
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PANEL STYLE 
Nothing says tradition like 
a well-crafted panel shutter. 
A time-tested classic, panel 
shutters can be found on 
homes across the USA in 
a variety of custom looks.

BERMUDA STYLE 
Also known as Bahama 
shutters, this design 
offers shade and style. 
Choose your favorite 
frame, customize, 
and let the breeze 
blow in.

MISSION STYLE 
A modern yet classic 
aesthetic with traditional 
craftsmanship that truly 
embodies the allure of 
craftsman style design 
and architecture.

LOUVER STYLE 
A French style that is 
elegant on any exterior. 
Want to adjust your 
louvers for light and 
breeze? We have both 
fixed and operable 
options available.

BOARD & BATTEN STYLE 
Rustic charm and warm 
simplicity. A farmhouse-  
inspired design that’s 
become increasingly 
popular, this style adds 
a quaint and cozy look 
to any home.

COMBINATION SHUTTERS 
Combination shutters are 
true head-turners. They are 
built with both panel and 
louver sections within the 
same shutter.

1
CHOOSE YOUR SHUTTER STYLE 
To begin customizing your shutters, you’ll need to start with a base. There are six basic styles of shutters  
available, and each type has its own unique flair. Every style has a variety of profiles, different looks within  
each type to create added character. Choose one of the six shutter styles that you can customize, personalize, 
and make your own. 

LOOKING TO MIX AND MATCH YOUR STYLES? 
It was quite common for Colonial Era homes to feature louver 
shutters on the second floor and panel shutters on the ground 
floor. In addition, coastal and beach cottage homes sometimes 
mix bermuda shutters and another style to give the home 
more visual appeal. 

https://www.timberlane.com
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CHOOSE YOUR SHUTTER CONFIGURATION 
A shutter’s configuration truly sculpts its overall look. To pick a shutter configuration, you simply decide  
the number of sections and their relative sizes to create the design you like best. The most common 
configuration is a 50/50 shutter with two equally-sized sections — but as you can see, there are many 
variations beyond that!

LOOKING FOR A CUSTOM CONFIGURATION? 
Whether it’s a panel, louver, or even a bermuda shutter, we 
make it easy for you to customize your shutter configuration 
beyond our 8 standard configuration options.

BEF0RE AFTER

https://www.timberlane.com
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HOW DO I KNOW WHICH SHUTTER 
MATERIAL IS RIGHT FOR ME? 
Your dedicated Timberlane Expert will work with 
you to find the best material option, ensuring 
that all of your needs and expectations are met 
throughout the customization process.  

3
CHOOSE YOUR SHUTTER MATERIAL 
Every shutter is crafted from a raw material. Discover our exceptional shutter materials used to craft custom 
shutters. Each has its own unique benefits and customization capabilities. Shutter material options may vary 
based on the style and options you choose for your unique shutters.

Our Premium Wood shutters are crafted from only 
the finest Nemesu Mahogany available. Every piece 
is meticulously inspected before it is professionally 
transformed into a breathtaking piece of art for your 
home. Then, our artisans carefully sand, machine and 
paint each shutter so that every detail you crave will 
be accounted for.

NEMESU MAHOGANY
 Premium Wood Shutter Material

Timberlane’s Endurian® shutters capture the true 
essence of authentic wooden shutters with long- 
lasting capabilities. Each shutter is crafted from a 
proprietary blend of synthetic materials specifically 
intended to provide the aesthetic of wood when 
treated with our premium finishing process. Achieve 
the level of durability and range of customization 
options with our exclusive, unique material.

ENDURIAN®
Exclusive PVC Shutter Material 

https://www.timberlane.com
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WHAT IF I WANT SOMETHING I DON’T SEE HERE? 
We specialize in built-to-order shutters. Pretty much anything 
you might imagine, we can create. We’ve made diagonal 
louvers, custom cutouts, special constructions for unique jobs, 
and more. In fact, there are lots of shutter options we offer 
that are not seen here. There are just too many to squeeze 
onto one page! If you can dream it, we can build it.

"Absolutely beautiful shutters, great aesthetic 
value, neighbors gave them rave reviews."

4
CHOOSE YOUR SHUTTER OPTIONS 
This is the part where you really get to put your own spin on the design. From altering the face of a panel with 
a beautiful cutout design to adding finishing touches like shutter capping, beading detail, and more, you can 
craft your own one-of-a-kind creation to display on the windows of your home.

SHUTTER CAPPING: A metal cap that prevents water 
from collecting on top of the shutter and seeping down 
into the joint. Go with our standard aluminum capping 
or upgrade to copper capping for an extra bit of flash.

DECORATIVE CUTOUTS: A distinctive design cut into 
a panel to create a unique effect. Choose one from our 
cutout library or use a custom design.

OVERLAP RABBETING: Also known as “ship-lap,”  
this feature allows the shutters to overlap when closed.

BEADING DETAIL: A decorative touch that is incised 
down the back of a rabbeted stile to add character  
to the shutter.

RADIUS TOPS: An arched window’s unique shape  
requires a curved, radius-top shutter for the proper fit. 
Customize yours with one of our panel, louver or board 
and batten designs.  

TILT-ROD: Used to move operable louvers open or 
closed, tilt-rods are is often decorative on shutters today.

MOUSE HOLES: The notches that house the ends of  
the tilt-rod when in a resting position.
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NEED AN EXACT COLOR MATCHED? 
Maybe you want to match your shutter color to your front door, 
or your home’s trim, or the flowers in your yard. We can do 
that. All you’ll need is to send us a color chip, swatch, or card, 
and we’ll mix it right up for you. Then, we’ll send you a sample 
of our match for your approval.

24 PREMIUM COLORS 
The most common choice of finish is 
one of the rich, vibrant colors in our 
24 premium color options. From bold 
hues to pastels to neutral options, 
there are plenty of choices for any 
home exterior.

CUSTOM COLORS 
Decided that you want paint, but 
don’t see the color you want? That’s 
okay! With custom color-matching, 
you can have the best of both worlds: 
a professionally applied finish AND 
any color you choose.

FACTORY-PRIMED 
If you want to paint your own 
shutters, you can elect to have them 
primed and ready for paint. We’ll 
save you time and materials by  
giving the shutters a good coating  
of primer to get you started. 

5
CHOOSE YOUR SHUTTER FINISH 
One of the most impactful elements of shutter design is your choice of finish. And you’ve got pretty much 
every type of finish to choose from! Not only that — when you decide to have your shutters professionally 
finished by us, you can expect a long-lasting luster that is fade- and weather-resistant.

STAINED 
Do you love the look of natural wood 
grain? We do, too. If you want to give 
your shutters and home exterior a 
pop of style with the rich texture of 
natural wood, a stain might just be 
the choice for you.

CLEAR COAT 
Go natural! A clear coat seals and 
protects without changing its 
appearance. Great for applications 
where you really like the natural color 
of a particular wood and want to 
showcase its distinct variations.

UNFINISHED 
Want start with a clean surface?  
Sure thing! Perhaps you’ve got a 
special process in mind, or maybe 
you just enjoy priming and painting  
— either way, you have the option 
to start with raw wood, if you like.

https://www.timberlane.com
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NOT SURE WHAT HARDWARE IS RIGHT FOR YOU? 
Varying window depths, exterior materials, and shutter styles 
can make it tough to know which pieces you’ll need. Luckily, 
we know the ins and outs of hardware selection. Our process 
includes expert consultation, so you’re sure to get the exact 
pieces that fit your windows and your style.

HINGES

LOCKS

TIEBACKS

PULL RINGS

PINTELS

BERMUDA
EUROPEAN

FAUX/DECORATIVE

6
CHOOSE YOUR SHUTTER HARDWARE
Hardware adds a finishing touch that will bring your shutters’ style and impact to a whole new level. Depending on 
whether you want to install functional shutters, or simply emulate them, you can choose from either functional 
or faux hardware. Add beautiful accents, functionality, and a nod to architectural history by including hardware 
on your shutters.

HINGES &  PINTELS: Hinges hold your shutters to the window casing or 
wall. Pintels are the piece that a hinge slides onto and allows 
it to pivot and move. They interlock, allowing your shutters to 
be opened and closed, though they can be installed simply for 
decoration.

LOCKS &  PULL RINGS: These small details are used to pull your shutters 
closed and lock them — and they can have quite an impact on 
your home’s aesthetic! They create a subtle look of refinement 
and added definition to your shutter project & exterior overall.

TIEBACK  S: Tiebacks, also known as “Shutter Dogs”, are like shutter  
ornaments that also hold your shutters open. They are a great 
way to express your personality because there are so many 
styles, from classic designs like English Rat Tail or Vintage Grape 
to whimsical shapes like Seahorse, Star, and even Dolphin!

FAUX/DE CORATIVE: Do you want the look of functional shutters,  
but aren’t interested in using them? We offer a range of  
decorative and faux shutter hardware for precisely these  
applications! Choose from decorative tiebacks, faux hinges,  
and more!

BERMUD A: If there is one type of shutter that demands hardware,  
it’s Bermuda shutters. In order to be opened, closed, or held  
in place, you will need support arms for your Bermuda shutters. 
Choose from a selection of styles designed to perfectly fit  
Bermuda shutters and adjust the air flow to your heart’s content!

EUROPE AN: We offer a full line of gorgeous, cast-iron hardware imported 
from Italy — where nearly everyone uses their shutters! Top-
notch quality and hand-selected for their beauty.

https://www.timberlane.com


READY TO GET STARTED?
Now that you’ve gotten an introduction to the ways a shutter can be sculpted to fit your style, 
you’re ready to design some for your own home! It really is that easy. We’ve given you a brief 

introduction to each of the steps to finding the right shutters for you, but our highly consultative 
process will ensure that you get the best possible selections out of each step. Curious to learn 

more? Call our Shutter Experts to discuss your dream design today!

Contact a Timberlane Expert 
1-800-250-2221 • Timberlane.com
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